
Cosmic Microwave Background Anisotropies from Scaling Seeds:Fit to Observational DataR. Durrer1, M. Kunz1, C. Lineweaver2, M. Sakellariadou11D�epartement de Physique Th�eorique, Universit�e de Gen�eve, 24 quai Ernest Ansermet, CH-1211 Gen�eve 4, Switzerland2Observatoire de Strasbourg, 11 rue de l'Universit�e, 67000 Strasbourg, FranceWe compute cosmic microwave background angular powerspectra for scaling seed models of structure formation. Ageneric parameterization of the energy momentum tensor ofthe seeds is employed. We concentrate on two regions of pa-rameter space inspired by global topological defects: O(4)texture models and the large-N limit of O(N) models. Weuse �2 �tting to compare these models to recent at-bandpower measurements of the cosmic microwave background.Only scalar perturbations are considered.PACS: 98.80-k, 98.80Hw, 98.80CInation and topological defects are two families ofmodels to explain the origin of large scale structure inthe universe. In models with topological defects or othertypes of seeds, uctuations are generated continuouslyand evolve according to inhomogeneous linear perturba-tion equations. Seeds are any non-uniformly distributedform of energy, which contributes only a small fractionto the total energy density of the universe and which in-teracts with the cosmic uid only gravitationally. Weare particularly interested in global topological defectsplaying the role of seeds.Cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropiesprovide a link between theoretical predictions and obser-vational data, which may allow us to distinguish betweeninationary perturbations and defects, by purely linearanalysis. On large angular scales, both families of mod-els predict an approximately scale-invariant Harrison-Zel'dovich spectrum [1,2]. For inationary models thiscan be seen analytically. Scale-invariance for defects wasdiscovered numerically [3{5]; simple analytical argumentsare given in [6]. At small angular scales (0�:2 <� � <� 1�),the predictions of ination and topological defects aredi�erent. CMB observations at these scales may soon besensitive enough to distinguish the two families of mod-els.In a recent work [7], two of us investigated the generalbehavior of CMB anisotropies induced by seeds. Here,for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to scalar type pertur-bations. Thus, the models presented in this work are notclose approximations to the O(4) texture model for whichthe Sachs-Wolfe (SW) plateau is dominated by vector andtensor modes [8,9].This restriction does not render our work uninterest-ing. There may very well be models with scaling seeds

leading to small vector and tensor contributions, e.g.,due to symmetry constraints (spherical symmetry) or inmodels with non-relativistic seeds. Here, we assume acompletely phenomenological standpoint: we investigatewhether models with purely scalar seeds can reproducethe data. In subsequent work we plan to study howseverely vector and tensor contributions are restricted bythe data.In our models, we characterize the energy momentumtensor of the source by four seed functions which we termf�; fp; fv; and f�, de�ned by (see [10,11])�00 =M2f� (1)�(s)i0 =M2fv;i (2)�(s)ij =M2[ffp � (1=3)�f�gij + f�jij ] ; (3)where � denotes the Laplacian and j is the covariantderivative with respect to the metric  of three space.M is a typical \mass", or energy scale, of the seeds. Thegravitational strength of the seeds is characterized by thedimensionless parameter � = 4�GM2. The superscript(s) indicates that only the scalar contribution to �i0 and�ij is included here. Since seeds interact with other mat-ter components only gravitationally, the seed functionssatisfy the covariant conservation equations [10]_f� ��fv + (_a=a)(f� + 3fp) = 0 (4)_fv + 2( _a=a)fv � fp � (2=3)�f� = 0 ; (5)where a is the scale factor and dot stands for derivativewith respect to conformal time t.We de�ne \scaling seeds" to be seeds for which thepower spectra hjf�j2i(k; t) are, up to an overall power oft determined by dimensional reasons, functions of x = ktonly. Thus, the power spectra of the functions f� are ofthe form hjf�j2i = t�1 F 21 (x)hjfpj2i = t�1 F 22 (x)hjfvj2i = t F 23 (x)hjf�j2i = t3 F 24 (x) : (6)Furthermore, we require that the seeds decay on sub-horizon scales. This behavior is found in simulations forthe seed functions of global textures and is also supportedby the large-N limit of global O(N) models [12,13]. Sim-ple analytical arguments indicate that all types of models1



with scaling seed functions which decay fast enough in-side the horizon lead to a Harrison-Zel'dovich spectrum[14].Numerical simulations of global O(N) models showthat on super-horizon scales (x � 1), �ij and �00 havewhite noise spectra , whereas j�i0j2 behaves like k2. Fur-thermore, the power spectra of the functions f� do notdepend on the direction of k. Thus the Fi's are evenfunctions of x = kt. Consequently, F1; F2; F3 ! const.,while F4 / 1=x2 for x! 0. Since the energy momentumtensor of the seeds decays inside the horizon, Fi ! 0for x ! 1. In this work we approximate the randomvariables f� by the square root of their power spectra.Motivated by numerical simulations and the considera-tions described above we model the functions F1; F3 asF1 = A1 11 + �1xn1 ; F3 = A3 11 + �3xn3 : (7)F2 and F4 are then given by energy momentum conser-vation, Eqs. (4, 5).The gravitational action of the seeds is determined bythe induced Bardeen potentials, which are not only dueto the seeds but also contain contributions from the mat-ter and radiation uids. Once the uid perturbationsand the Bardeen potentials are determined, one calcu-lates CMB anisotropies by standard methods for eachmodel parametrized by (A1; �1; n1; A3; �3; n3). For de-tails see Ref. [7].In this letter we present the results of a parameterstudy and we �t to the observational data available. Wecompare the anisotropy power spectra obtained in ourmodels with observations. The cosmological parametersused are h = 0:5;
B = 0:0125h�2;
 = 1 and � = 0. Weare thus considering scaling seed models in the contextof at cold dark matter universes.We investigate two types of models. In the �rst onewe choose n1 = n3 = 2; a choice supported by numericalsimulations of global textures [4]. We thus refer to theseas \texture models". In the second one we set n1 = 5=2and n3 = 7=2; a result obtained analytically in the large-N limit of O(N) models [12]. Therefore, we call them\large-N models".We set the arbitrary normalization by �xing A1 = 1and we vary A3(= A3=A1). To make the calculationsfeasible, we further reduce the remaining 3-dimensionalparameter space (A3; �1; �3) to 2-dimensions (A3; �1), bysetting �3 = �1=2. Thus, our �ts are displayed as contourplots in the �1 � A3 plane (see Figs. 3 and 4). We havealso investigated �3 = 2�1 and obtained qualitativelysimilar results.For �xed parameters A3 and �1 the �rst acoustic peakfor the \large-N models" is generally at smaller ` and hasa lower amplitude than for the \texture models". Thisis understandable, since in the former case the seeds de-cay faster once they enter the horizon. Similar behavior

is obtained by increasing �1 in either the \texture" or\large-N" models with �xed A3 (see Figs. 1b and d).The A3 dependence is qualitatively similar for bothtypes of models. For A3 < 0, the relative amplitudeof the acoustic peak, with respect to the SW plateau,decreases as A3 decreases (see Figs. 1a and c).There is a particular value of the constant A3 for whichthe coe�cient of the 1=x2 term in F4 vanishes. For x�1, one obtains from Eqs. (4,5) F4 � A4=x2 with A4 =�(3=8)A1(1+ 18A3=A1) in the matter dominated era. IfA3 = (�1=18)A1 � Acrit � �0:06, then A4 = 0 [7]. This1=x2 term dominates on super-horizon scales and (for bigenough �i) determines the amplitude of the SW plateau.Its absence is thus expected to lead to a higher relativeamplitude of the �rst acoustic peak.

FIG. 1. Parameter dependence of the calculated powerspectra. To illustrate the dependence on A3, we choose val-ues around Acrit = �0:06 (see text). The dotted line is apolynomial �t to the data and is the same in each panel as areference.In our exploration of parameter space we vary �10: �A3 � +3:0 for \texture models" and �1:2 � A3 � +0:5for the \large-N models". For �1 we choose the param-eter range 0:001 � �1 � 0:501 for \texture models" and0:001 � �1 � 0:141 for the \large-N models". We nor-malize the power spectra at ` = 10 by �tting to the data.2



FIG. 2. Flat-band power measurements used in this anal-ysis. The best-�t models of two scaling seed models are alsoshown: one most relevant to \textures models" (Fig. 3) andthe other for \large-N models" (Fig. 4).We use �2 �tting to compare our models to recentat-band power measurements of the CMB. The methodand a compilation of the data is described in detail in[15]. The most recent data and improvements to the �2method are described in [16,17]. Fig. 2 plots the dataused along with the best-�t power spectra for the twotypes of models described above. These best-�t modelsare indicated by the \X" in Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3 is acontour plot in the �1 � A3 plane for \texture models"while Fig. 4 is the analogous one for \large-N models".There are 32 data points and 28 degrees of freedom (28= 32 - 2 (�tted defect parameters) - 1 (normalization) - 1(sliding Saskatoon absolute calibration)). The \texturemodels" yield a �2 minimum value �2min = 26:7, whilethe \large-N models" yield �2min = 27:1. Thus the �tsare reasonable.To interpret our �2 �ts we �rst note the following: ifperturbations decay fast enough, the height of the �rstacoustic peak is determined by f�+3fp � A1=4, while theSW plateau is �xed byA4. The �2 is then not expected tobe very sensitive to �. This indeed is seen in the \large-N models" for �1 >� 0:03 (Fig. 4 and also Fig. 1 b). Inthe \texture models" we expect a similar behavior, butfor larger values of �1, since in this case the seeds decaymore yslowly. Fig. 3 hints that the threshold is �1 � 0:4.For smaller values of �1, the \texture models" are nearlydegenerate in A3, unless A3 � Acrit. Very small values,�1 <� 0:05, are excluded, since perturbations do not decaysu�ciently fast inside the horizon.In the matter dominated era, numerical simulations

FIG. 3. �2 �t of \texture models" to the CMB data.The \X" marks the �2min; the grey area is the (�2min + 1),1�-likelihood region. Contours marked \68", \95" and \99"refer to goodness-of-�t contours. For example, under the as-sumption that the errors on the at-band power measure-ments are Gaussian, the probability of obtaining a �2 valueless than the value obtained on the \95" contour is 95%.of O(4)-textures give A1 � 4; �1 � 0:012 and A3 �0:37; �3 � 0:05 [13]. For this model, the scalar contri-bution to the SW plateau is � 1:5�2 at ` � 10 and theheight of the �rst acoustic peak is about � 5�2. On theother hand, full simulations, which include vector andtensor modes [4], lead to an amplitude of the SW con-tribution on the order of `(` + 1)C` � 8+4�2�2. Thereforethe vector and tensor parts contribute about � 80% tothe SW plateau, while they are not expected to inu-ence the acoustic peaks. In the full texture models, theacoustic peaks are thus expected to be substantially toolow to �t the data. This result was pioneered in [8] andhas now been con�rmed by full numerical simulations [9].In Ref. [9] decoherence [18] has also been taken into ac-count, which further reduces the acoustic peaks withoutinuencing substantially the SW plateau.The fact that we obtain a parameter range compatiblewith currently available observational data is clearly notin contradiction with the result of [8] and [9], namelythat the acoustic peaks for the conventional O(4) texturemodel are very small or even completely absent.Fig. 4 is the \large-N" analog of Fig. 3. Here, a posi-tive A3 is excluded for �1 >� 0:05. A value of A3 � �0:1is generically preferred. Note however, that the �2 \land-scape' within the parameter range explored in Figs. 3,4is rather at, and values within the \68" contour are rea-sonably compatible with current data.In this letter, our aim was not to test whether a given3



FIG. 4. Same as previous �gure except here we are �tting\large-N models" to the data.model with topological defects can �t the data. Wewanted to investigate, whether present observations ofCMB anisotropies can already rule out a generic class ofseed perturbations constrained just by energy momen-tum conservation and scaling arguments. Our analysisindicates that the answer to this question is no.As a continuation of this work, we plan to include vec-tor and tensor perturbations as well as decoherence inour models. We also want to study whether there aremore severe restrictions on defect models than just en-ergy momentum conservation and scaling; for example,to see whether the vector component always dominatesthe level of the SW plateau.Acknowledgment This work is partially sup-ported by the Swiss NSF. M.S. acknowledges �nancialsupport from the Tomalla foundation. C.H.L acknowl-edges NSF/NATO post doctoral fellowship 9552722.
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